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POOL CAPACITY
1. Upper Deck: DGSRC will create 65 "Home Bases" for guest usage based on social distancing
parameters. Most of these "home bases" will be composed of two tandem lounge chairs
together distanced six feet apart for individual family usage. These chairs cannot be moved
since they will be marked on the deck permanently this summer for social distancing
reasons. DGSRC will also create a temporary fence around the west corridor beyond the fence
line allowing members to utilize more green space for personal chairs, etc. Note: This is the
SAME number of chairs we have placed on the pool deck in prior years. We have reconfigured
the space and will be utilizing the shuffleboard area as part of the deck.
2. Lower Deck: We currently have 8 "Home Bases" for adult usage based on social distancing
parameters. These "home bases" will be composed of two tandem lounge chairs together
distanced six feet apart for individual family usage. The number of "Home Bases" will increase
based on the temporary fence that we will install along the lower deck as well.
3. Reservations: DGSRC will utilize a “reservation system” to limit the number of members at the
pool to facilitate social distancing. These three-hour shifts at the upper pool will be from 10:00
a.m. - 1:00 p.m., 1:30 p.m.- 4:30 p.m. and 5:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. The 30 minutes between
reservations allows for the employees of DGSRC to sanitize different touchpoints on the pool
deck, locker rooms, etc. The lower deck will have shifts from 11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m., 1:30 p.m. 4:30 p.m. and 5:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.. Again, the 30 minutes between reservations allows for the
employees of DGSRC to sanitize different touchpoints on the pool deck, locker rooms,
etc. Members may arrive any time after their reservation has started but must exit the pool in
a timely manner when the reservation has ended allowing staff to reset the pool.
4. Reservation System: Currently, we are evaluating an online platform wherein members
would create a user account to reserve a time slot on a first come, first service
basis. The reservation platform will allow for reservations up to 24 hours in
advance. Members will be limited to one time slot per day. This platform will potentially be
housed on our website (or an alternative URL) and will have a waitlist and other
functionality. Our goal is to make sure that our members have as much access to the pool as
possible. Note: We will evaluate the system on July 1st and July 15th to determine if the
reservation system is necessary as we progress through the summer.
5.

Waiver: A COVID-19 Waiver provided by DGSRC must be signed for each family membership or
individual/couple membership prior to the first pool entry. All waivers must be signed before
reservations made.

6. Membership; Members only for the 2020 season. No guest passes will be honored. DGSRC is
not accepting NEW members at this time. This will be evaluated again on June 3rd after 2019
renewals are in place. Again, all refunds must be requested by June 1, 2020 and 2019 members
must renew by June 1, 2020 as well.

POOL USAGE
1. Social Distancing: DGSRC Management team and lifeguards will focus on the water safety of our
guests as opposed to enforcing social distancing of adult and children swimmers. It is up to the
members to maintain and enforce social distancing within the pool and on facility grounds. If
your children will have a difficult time socially distancing from others, please reconsider your
membership to the club.
2. Delineation of Pool Decks: The upper pool deck will be reserved for families only. The lower
deck will be reserved for Single, Couple, Senior and Honorary Guests and lap swimmers. Per
DGSRC club rules, lap swimmers must be able to swim two lengths of the pool unaided.
3. Adult Swim: An adult swim will take place at the 1.5 hour mark of each three-hour reservation
shift on the upper deck.

POOL DECK & LOCKER ROOM
1. Masks: Masks will be required to be worn on the pool deck by all members when social
distancing is difficult to accomplish (e.g. walking to restrooms, etc.).
2. Sanitization: Members will be responsible for cleaning their chairs before and after usage with
provided cleaning supplies. DGSRC Staff will be responsible also for sanitization of high
touchpoints between membership reservation shifts as well.
3. General Play Areas: The general play areas (GaGa pit, sandbox) will remain open based on
household use and/or social distancing maintained by members.
4. Locker Rooms: Upper deck locker rooms will have space limitations on showers and changing
areas. It is up to the members in the lower locker room to ensure one guest uses the locker
room at a time. The restrooms will be open on both the upper and lower decks. Masks will be
worn in the restrooms at all times when social distancing not possible.
5. Snack Deck and The Dolphin Grill: The Dolphin Grill (concessions) will NOT be open this year at
the beginning of the season. Please note that the DGSRC team is working with our partner on
the best way to proceed in Phase 4 of the "Restore Illinois" plan. Guests can eat at the snack
deck.

6. Snack Deck Tables: Members will be responsible for sanitizing the tables before and after usage
in the snack deck area.
MEMBER CHECK-IN and CHECK OUT:
1. Process: Members will check-in through the main entrance or the shuffleboard courts and exit
through the snack deck and/or swim team gate. A staff member will have a member list of all
reserved time slots. The member will check in with membership cards. It is our goal to create
an efficient and safe check-in and exit process for our members. If there is any time to follow
the rules, this is the year! Please be considerate of the DGSRC staff members and their ability to
effectively do their jobs! If social distancing is not possible, masks should be worn by members.
2. Temperature Check: Members will be subject to handheld temperature checks upon check-in.
3. Reservation Questions: As part of the membership reservation system, each time a reservation
is made, the user will be asked (via simple yes or no): 1) have you or a family member traveled
internationally in the last 14 days? 2) have you or a family member been in close contact with
another person diagnosed with or under the investigation for COVID-19? 3) have you or a family
member had a cough, fever, or shortness of breath? If you answer yes to any of these
questions, members will not be permitted to use the pool for the safety of our members and
staff.
4. Masks: Members will wear masks upon pool entry and exit when social distancing not available.

TENNIS PROGRAMMING:
1. Youth: DGSRC will offer youth tennis lessons with appropriate social distancing limiting class
sizes to 8 players (4 per court). Masks will be worn by students and coaches when social
distancing not possible.
2. Adult: DGSRC will offer adult tennis lesson and/or leagues with appropriate social distancing
limiting class sizes to 8 players (4 per court). Masks will be worn by students and coaches when
social distancing not possible.
EMPLOYEES:
1. Employees are subject to temperature check before the shift.
2. Employees must wear masks when social distancing not possible.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS:

1. DGSRC will not be doing swim lessons this season. We are considering hosting a "Swim Camp",
however, for those children interested in some competitive fun.
2. The Hornets will be utilizing the lower pool Mondays - Saturdays (weather permitting) from 7:00
a.m. to 11:00 a.m. Revenue from this partnership will offset goal to keep lower membership
levels to aid with social distancing.
3. Lap pool swimming is open from 5:30 a.m. to 7:00 a.m. Three lap swimmers per lane is
recommended for social distancing.

